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ABSTRACT 

Regge poles are assumed to exist and the further sin~larities in the 

Regge plane resulting from the effect of the separate-terms in the unitary 

sum in the crossed channels are investigated. Three families of singularities 

are found. However, the equations of the singular curves are independent of 

the number of particles in the intermediate state corresponding to the term 

in the unitary sum being considered. Consequently no firm conclusion can be 

made about the behavior of the complete amplitude, owing to the possibility 

of cancellations. 
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. 1. INTRQDUCTION 

' . ~·. 

. -~ .. 

An important feature of a full r_elativistic theory which_ is IJ.Ot 

found in potential models is the requirement of unitarity in crossed channels. 

When scatterin~amplitudes are considered as functions. of inva:r:iants, this 

requirement leads to the compli.cated analytic structure given by :the .Lap.dau 

equations. 1 It is :of _int~rest therefore to :investigate as far as possible 
- . ·:~ .. 

the corresponding con,sequences for representations _using complex angular 

2 momenta. 

TheFroissart definition3 o:e"· the Regge amplitude is 

( 1) 

where . p + is the s;0mne'trical and p- is the anti symmetrical combination of 

the discontinuities in the crossed channels, z is the cosine of the 

scattering angle, and z0 is the'vaiue Of that cosine corresponding to 

the lowest threshold in the crossed channels~ The singularities of 

Q_t< z) at z = ± 1 give the familiar partial-wave singularities of a(.e, s) 

that occur at, fixed values of s for all .e • Singularities that are 

functions of .e arise from the behavior .of .the.integral (1) at its infinite 
;: 

limit. This behavior is influenced by subtle cancellations that are not 

easy to analyze. ,·,, . 

. '· -~ ' 
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2. UNITARY INTEGRAlS 

The discontinuities appearing in p± are given by sums of terms 

with each sum representing uriitarity for an ·n-particle intermediate state, 

p = 
n J * f f <in n n n 

(2) 

where the integral is over n-particle phase space. Since we are concerned 

with the behavior of (1) at infinity, we are concernedwith an infinite sum 

of terms of type (2). 

· For any one of these terms we can ask the following question •. If 

Regge poles are assumed to exist in all sc'attering amplitudes- · f · , . it is 
. n 

possible to find the resulting behavior of p :'for' large z .:f what, then, 
n 

are the resulting siilgu'iari ties ·of a±(£, s) 'l This question is .the analogue 

in the Regge plane of the question: What singularities in invariant·space 

are generated by putting normal thresholds in crossed channels into the 

1 unitary integrals? It should be emphasized that the type of iteration 

involved here is concerned with the study of the internal consistency of a 

theory and is not to be.thought .of as involving.anactual perturbation 

expansion. 

We shall assume, ~herefore, that in a general scattering amplitude 

there occur Regge poles--such as the pole represented by Fig,. 1--that. give 

·a contribution 

( 
2t ·) Pa(s) 1 + 2 

) . s - 4m. s . 
i sin 1 a(s) 

(3(s; 

where 
2 

s = ( ql + ~) ' 

' 

s. 
1 

(3) 

are the·remaining 

invariants necessary to specify the configuration. For brevity we have 

omitted the necessary symmetrization or antisymmetrization in (3). Other 
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Regge poles for which different kinds of partitions of the external momenta 

are made may be expected to occur, but they are not considered here. 

The phase-space integrals occurring in (2) may best be expre~sed in 

terms of integrals over invariants. A convenient choice of these invariants 

is shoWn. in the vector .diagram, Fig. 2. ABCD represents the four external 

- 2 . . 2 .. 
lines with BD = t, AC = s •. B01, o1o2, • • • represent the momenta of the 

n particles in the intermediate state. The squares of the lengths of the 
t 

remaining lines in the diagram, si, si, Ai , then serve to determine the 

configuration, for when they are known the simplexes ABCD01, A01CDo2,··· 

can be successively constructed. The Jacobian, -1 
J , of the transformation 

from the integral over momenta to the integral over 'invariants is given by 

J ·' :(4) 

wher~ 61 is the four-volume of the ith simplex. The boundary o,f the .reg~on 

of ~ntegrat~on ~s given by J = 0. J-l is always singular on this ~oundary 

but it c.an .. be shown by sui table limiting arguments that this does not cause 

trouble. Fi~lly we notice that the only factor in J that contains t is 

~ , which is linear in t for large t • 

3. SINGULARITIES 

We now substitute expressions of the form (3) for f in (2) in order 

to determine the singularities corresponding to these Regge poles~ that is; 

we determine the· singularities of 
: ·' '~ 
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-. ·.· 
' 

[ 2dt J ds. ds. dA. 
,Q£ (r+ .~\i)' l. . l. ... l. 

4m2 
';-.~ ~·· 

s - J 
to 

. , .. ·.:. 

'.~.~ . 

13( sl') Pa.·(·s· 1') (1, + 2t. 2) . 
sl - 4m .· 

(5) 

'·.' .. ). . · .. 4 
All the integrations occurring in (5) can be analyzed by standard methods 

·,r;- .· 

except. for the . t integration. This latter becomes formally divergent for 
·. r· '· 

all sufficiently small values of Re £ • In fact, however, one knows that 

this is a formal difficulty and that the study of cancellations due to 

oscillations at t = oo will permit analytic continuation below this seeming 

barrier. In order to do .this it is necessary to perform th~ t integration 

first for sufficiently large values of' Re £ and continue the result \6 . :· 
other values of' £. Examination of' the asymptotic e~ansfons.of' all.the 

factors in (5) that have a dependence. on t shows th.'a:t the'resultirig.:function 

may have singularities given by 

£ = n for n = 1,2,••• • 
( 6) 

This result is obtained by subtracting a finite ntimber .. of' tertns in each 

asymptotic expansion to leave a remainder which has· an ·emlarged domain of' · · 

obvious analyticity in £ • The umbtracted terms then give singularities 

given by ( 6). 

The singularities of' the complete integral (5) may now be found by 

looking for pinches or end points in the remaining integrations. Neglecting 
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for the moment the effects at singularities of a(s), one sees that this is 

equivalent to finding the stationary values of·· 

either for unrestricted variations or for variations on the analytic manifold 

defining the boundary of 'the region of integration. 5 · This latter mus-t' of · 

course' be evaluated with t = oo, since the singularities (6) arise a.t· 
., 

infinity in the t integration. 

It is important to notice that, because Cauchy's theorem allows the 

· contours of integration to be distorted, the stationary values must be 

evaluated for general variations and not merely for. variations within the 

physically real manifold of values of the invariants. Thus simple arg'limeri.ts 

counting the maximum power of t in the physical region of integration are 

not adequate. This is just the familiar fact that one must choose paths of 

stationary phase when finding asymptotic behavior. For this reason it does 

not seem possible to assert that a contradiction occurs with a spin 1 

resonance in the strip approximation6 unless something is known about the 

behavior of a(t) for complex t • 

Variations on the boundary of the region of integration can be 

discussed directly or their behavior can be linked with known results on the 

invariant space properties of singularities. From the latter point of view 

the same phase-space integrals are considered. They are usually expressed 

in terms of momenta rather than invariants in this case, .but it is easy to 

take the invariant approach. In our problem the invariants 
I I 

s2, s3,•••,s2, s
3
,···, t..1, t..2,··· do not have any singularities associated 

with them other than the singularities of J-l • In diagrammatic language 

this means that the corresponding lines are contracted out. Thereforej the 
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boundary manifold over which s 1 and . s1 are to y~ry: .~n q~lc.tl:L~t~ne'?.::. ~he 

stationary values of (6) is obtained ~y putting .t ~: o:>., i~lt~e.J..a.ndau -.. ; 

curve associated with Fig. 3. This gives 

= 0 ( 7) 

This curve is independent of _the number. of contracted_ lines in. ~ig. 3 joining 
"'. 

A to B. Thus every term in the unitary sum yields exa9tly y]1e __ !?,arne set of 
• • '' l• , , 0 ,•,,;M;,'\f • 0 

curves for these singul~ri ties. We call th~s set. of ;·singula~_i,ties . s 2 .• 

The set sl is the set corresponding to stationary yalues of (6) .in the 
. ' . ·~ . . . , . ' ;. . . . . ·.-· 

interior of the domain o:f integration. These are si:r;1_gu~ar:i.t~~s t;tt, f,:i.J,Ced £ , 

independent of the value of .s . • . .Nothing can be . said a_'t)o~~- _them ,in. dert;~i], 

without a knowledge of _the form of a(s) • Again_they. will be. coi!llilonto all 

the terms in the unitary sum. _, 

A third set of singqtarities_, .. s
3 

~- can be associated wit4 the effect 

of singularities in cx(s) • , If_such ~singularity occl).rsai:; .s =s
01 

th~n 

singularities of the ~ntegr~l occur at 

n 
' 

(8) 

* , I 

£ = o: (so) "+ a( so) - -n 

-
where s~(s) is given by 

•· 

A.(s, so' s~) = 0 (9) 

A similar set of singularities occurs when s
0 

is 'su~h thS.t O:(s
0

) is an 

integer of correct parity to give a pole i~- a correctly. s~et~ized . 

expression ( 3). Singularities of type 's
3
" · a:dse from pinches involving 

one more singular surface than those of type s2· • We e~ect, therefore~ 

that the former are switched on and 'off by the 'iatter. 7 . 
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So .far we have co:r;1sidered singula;rities. ,arising from the effect of ... . . . - . ' ,. '· ·. . .·. . . ~ - .. -•.. '.' \ , .. 

* the same Regge pole in both fn .. anq..,~ fri .. .. Of. cou~~e . simi~:t;. ~.ingulf1~:L~~es . ~ . "' ... - . ·~ . 

are to be expected which combi.ne ,two ,,different, Regge trajectories. 
• • • • •• - - • • • ~ • • ~ • •• . • • • ~ ... - c · .. ' 

~ .. '. 
4. DIScUSSION 

The singularity corresponding to' s2 with n = 1 has.been d.i~c~ssed 

independently by Amati, Fubini, addsian~h~llini8 forth~' elastic term in 
. , .. , 

the unitary sum. However, we have found that ar;_ ide.ntical ·singalarity ·can 

be associated with every other term in the sum. (This contr.asts :W.i.th the 

1 situation in invariant space, where. the different terms give different 

Landau curves, so .that cance:J:lations are not .to be exp.e<,!ted in i;.}:l..at case.) 
•. •l -.. ··' 

Since all Regge phenomena are fraught with cancellation, it does not seem 
I I ' . .. : ' . /.~ 

possible to make any firm conclusion from the study of, separate terms in 

the unitary sum. We note, however, that this singularity has been proposed 

in the case of nucleon-nucleus scattering by Udgaonkar and Gell-Mann9 on 

the basis of impulse-approximation calculations. The analysis of this paper 

does not, however, seem to suggest any obvious connection with the existence 

of anomalous thresholds. 

If it were possible to obtain analytic properties from the separate 

terms of the unitary sum, then one might expect for self-consistency that 

the original Regge poles should themselves reappear as a result of the 

iterative analysis. The one way in which this could happen would be if the 

Pomeranchuk trajectory ap(s) had a singularity at s = 0 and also satisfied 

ap(s) = 1 • Then any other trajectory would reproduce itself by combining 

with ap in an . s
3
-type singularity with n = 1 • Delicate conditions 

would also have to be satisfied to ensure that this singularity was still 

a pole. 10 It is interesting to notice that Frye has recently proposed a 

high-energy behavior of scattering amplitudes which seems consistent with 
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this assumption. Such an assumption could also remove the difficulty of 

increasingly more violent asymptotic behavior found· by means of successive 

iterations by Amati, Fubini, and Stanghellini.
8 

The actual occurrence of singularities in the separate terms of the 

unitary sum on specific Riemann sheets of the function seem to be most 

conveniently studied by explicit examination of the integrals and their 

asymptotic behaviors. The leading n = 1 singularities are particularly 

8 
easily found. 
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. FIGURE CAPTIONS 
., t 

Fig. 1. A postulated Regge pole. 

Fig. 2. Diagram to show the choice of. invariants., ::::.---i 

Fig. 3. Diagram giving equivalent Landau curve .• 
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